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Abstract: This work presents the thermochemical analysis of a packed-bed reactor via multi-dimensional
CFD modeling using FlexPDE and COMSOL Multiphysics. The temperature, concentration, and
reaction rate profiles for methane production following the Fischer–Tropsch (F-T) synthesis were
studied. To this end, stationary and dynamic differential equations for mass and heat transfer
were solved via the finite element technique. The transport equations for 1-D and 2-D models
using FlexPDE consider dispersion models, where the fluid and the catalyst can be treated as either
homogeneous or heterogenous systems depending on the gradient extents. On the other hand, the
3-D model obtained in COMSOL deems the transport equations incorporated in the Porous Media
module. The aim was to compare the FlexPDE and COMSOL models, and to validate them with
experimental data from literature. As a result, all models were in good agreement with experimental
data, especially for the 2-D and 3-D dynamic models. In terms of kinetics, the predicted reaction rate
profiles from the COMSOL model and the 2-D dynamic model followed the temperature trend, thus
reflecting the temperature dependence of the reaction. Based on these findings, it was demonstrated
that applying different approaches for the CFD modeling of F-T processes conducts reliable results.

Keywords: multi-dimensional CFD modeling; Fischer-Tropsch synthesis; reactor modeling; solid
catalysts; heat transfer; kinetics

1. Introduction

Most processes employ beds for the solid phase in the reactor design for fluids flowing
through solid catalysts. There are fluidized beds that allow for working at temperatures
distributed uniformly alongside the bed and allow the catalyst to regenerate. However,
their operation’s high costs and complexity make fluidized beds suitable only for being
employed regarding a few industrial processes. The other option is to use fixed beds (also
called packed beds), whose advantage, other than being cheaper, is that separation of phases
after the operation is more effortless [1]. These reactors must control main parameters,
such as pressure drop and heat transfer between reactants and catalysts. Single-packed
beds are usually employed for adiabatic processes. Still, when there are highly exothermic
reactions, shell and tubes packed beds (multi-tubular) are preferred due to their high heat
transfer. In the packed-bed reactor diameter, bigger diameters will worsen the heat transfer,
and hot spots will occur. In contrast, a small diameter allows for a better heat transfer
and reduces the temperature gradient between the center and the reactor wall. Although
fluidized beds can have five to ten times greater heat transfer than a packed-bed reactor,
allowing isothermal conditions [2], other drawbacks are related to catalyst losses because
of catalyst transportation between the reactor and regenerator.
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Consequently, it is impossible to have a single large diameter tube packed with
a catalyst. Instead, the reactor should be made up of several tubes. At the industrial
scale, multitube packed-bed reactors have been shown to have some advantages, including
a behavior close to plug flow conditions, improved catalyst retention, catalyst separation
not being required, and the feasibility of the process to be scaled up [3]. Still, heat removal
is the primary consideration in the design of packed-bed reactors for highly exothermic
reactions. It is desired to operate these beds within a range of temperatures to optimize
productivity and selectivity [4].

In this context, the tube diameter for exothermic reactions is generally between two and
5 cm [5], and the tube-to-particle diameter is about eight depending on the application [1].
Smaller particles tend to decrease the bed’s radial thermal conductivity, causing an excessive
pressure drop; however, larger particles cause high intraparticle mass transfer resistances,
reducing the heat removal from the catalyst to the fluid. This increases the risk of thermal
instability of the particle, also showing hot spots inside the catalyst that can damage it [6].
The pressure drop in a porous medium is crucial within a reacting channel, and it affects
the heat transfer coefficient, as it must be modified. Darcy’s law is one option to study the
existing pressure drop in a porous medium. Accordingly, there are different approaches
to link Darcy’s law to heat transfer equations (e.g., by the Nusselt number). Shah et al. [7]
performed a simulation for an alumina-based nanofluid flowing through a porous cavity.
Herein, a model was used that associates the Nusselt number with the Darcy’s parameter,
which depends on the medium permeability and the channel length.

Efficient heat removal is associated with the catalytic material. For instance, a V-Mo-
based catalyst conducting the maleic anhydride production from benzene oxidation at
350 ◦C was conducted in a multi-tubular reactor with two cm-tubes. Unfortunately, heat
removal was not as efficient as expected even when using small tubes, as temperature
increments of 100 ◦C were observed in the shell, which can be transmitted to the tubes [1].
In this context, some authors have investigated catalyst geometries and other strategies to
achieve better performance on heat transfer. Visconti et al. [8] and Asalieva et al. [9] pre-
pared cobalt-based catalysts onto metallic supports for the Fischer–Tropsch (F-T) reaction
using different geometries and wash-coating methodologies. It resulted in reduced hot
spots reaching more isothermal conditions.

The Fischer–Tropsch reaction (∆Hr = −165 kJ/molCO) is one study case of highly
exothermic reactions, which entails the syngas (i.e., a CO/H2 mixture) conversion to long-
chain hydrocarbons towards fuel production [10]. The reaction is sensitive to temperature,
so a controlled heat transfer inside the reactor is critical to keep selectivity at reasonable
levels, as it can be hindered at high temperatures [11].

Modeling and simulation determine design parameters and process operating con-
ditions to optimize their performance and keep the system operating within a safe range.
The most critical parameters, apart from kinetics, are those that control radial heat transfer
from the packed bed to the cooling tube [12]. Due to the substantial difference between
heat transfer parameters measured under reactive and non-reactive conditions reported in
the literature, choosing the best correlations that lead to the most accurate evaluation of
these parameters is essential.

The existing literature about the modeling of the F-T reaction addresses different ap-
proaches. Recently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been performed for modeling
this process. Mohammad et al. [13] provided remarkable insights into the CFD modeling
of F-T synthesis using microchannel microreactors. These authors investigated the effect
of different parameters focusing mainly on the channel design. For example, they found
that the maximum temperature observed in the channel can be reduced by increasing the
channel width. On the other hand, the configuration of the channels was also studied,
resulting in lower productivity losses when setting the channels in a series. However, the
authors suggest further analysis of heat removal mechanisms.
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Abusrafa et al. [14] developed a 2-D model for comparing a microfibrous F-T reactor to
a conventional packed-bed reactor. The thermal performance of both reactors on conversion
and hydrocarbon selectivity was assessed. The authors also discussed the scale-up potential
of this novel reactor, suggesting that CFD modeling can be considered the first approach to
enhance the conventional F-T technologies.

Chabot et al. [15] studied a 2-D pseudo-homogenous model to determine the thermal
behavior over cobalt supported on alumina, concluding that liquid hydrocarbon selectivity
was decreased when isothermal conditions were not achieved. Na et al. [16] modeled a 2-D
axisymmetric microchannel reactor and proposed a genetic algorithm for multi-objective
optimization using a cobalt-based catalyst. Their findings indicated that catalyst zone
division could increase productivity and decrease temperature increments.

On the other hand, the pressure drops in CFD simulations for porous medium
(e.g., considering Darcy’s law) is often considered only in the axial direction showing
viscous and inertial resistances. Pavlišič et al. [17] used a modified Darcy’s law, incor-
porating the kinetic energy of the fluid to the inertial term in a laminar flow regime for
packed-bed reactors. Their simulation results suggest a channeling strategy to decrease
induced pressure differences. Nevertheless, Darcy’s law is valid for fluid mainly influenced
by viscous effects and negligible at higher velocities. In this case, other correlations such as
Ergun and Forchheimer can predict the pressure drop as a function of velocity where some
terms are added to correct the mentioned drawbacks [18,19].

The modeling of F-T synthesis must also consider the kinetics equations. In this regard,
Rai et al. [20] proposed a power law-based kinetic model for microchannel and packed-bed
reactors, assuming different reaction orders. The activation energy was lower for the
microchannel reactor and reached >92% of CO conversion; however, a lower temperature
gradient was found for the packed-bed reactor. In most cases, reaction orders for CO and
H2 were found to be positive, but there was a case following a negative order for CO, which
leads to a process inhibition due to the CO absorption by the catalyst.

This paper proposed a multi-dimensional CFD modeling of the F-T reaction in
a packed-bed reactor considering temperature and concentration gradients for methane
production from syngas as a first approach. Experimental validation was also performed
to assess the validity of the proposed models, as indicated in our previous work [21].
According to Deutschmann [22], if the concentration and temperature gradients between
the gas and the catalyst are small, a homogeneous model can be used. In contrast, if
the gradients are significant, a model for each phase must be applied, considering the
mass and heat transport between the fluid phase and the catalyst bed. For instance, when
using Ansys Fluent, heat transfer for heterogeneous catalysis is commonly simulated by
the non-equilibrium thermal model, as Pessoa et al. [23] address the CFD simulation of
packed bed fermentation bioreactor. For the present study, the equations describing the
catalyst bed’s mass, energy, and reaction transfer were incorporated into the models. 1-D
models (along the packed-bed length) can be used when the temperature and concentration
gradients on the radial axis are small; otherwise, a 2-D model is used. In this regard, 1-D
and 2-D models were developed using FlexPDE. In addition, a 3-D model was attained
using COMSOL Multiphysics. Finally, all models were validated with experimental data to
assess the accuracy of the proposed models. In the case of the FlexPDE models, dispersion
models (i.e., modified transport equations using a dimensional numbers like the Peclet
number) were applied to perform the corresponding simulations, whereas the COMSOL
model employs the default transport equations defined by the available modules for porous
media modeling. As modeling of the F-T synthesis has been previously addressed in the
literature, this work intended to further investigate different CFD software to establish the
reliability of the available approaches to describe the transport of species in porous media.
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2. Model Description

For multitube packed-bed reactors, all tubes should ideally behave the same; this
implies that the inlet conditions, wall temperature, concentrations, and temperature profiles
are the same. Therefore, we have chosen one cylindrical tube (as indicated in Figure 1)
to perform our analysis over a packed-bed reactor. The two spatial variables will be the
radial direction (r) and the axial or longitudinal direction (z). The angular direction was not
considered for this simulation since there is no variation in concentration or temperature
on the angular axis.
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Figure 1. A cross-sectional and top view of a single cylindrical packed-bed reactor.

In this section, the four relevant packed-bed models were discretized: (a) 2-dimensional
stationary model; (b) the 1-dimensional dynamic-state model; (c) 2-dimensional dynamic
model; and (d) 3-dimensional dynamic model. For models (a), (b), and (c), the governing
differential equations were derived and solved using FlexPDE software. On the other hand,
model (d) was implemented and solved using COMSOL Multiphysics.

The transport equations, boundary conditions, and the experimental data to validate
the proposed models were collected from Skaare [24].

2.1. 2-D Stationary Model

It was initially determined that heat and mass transfer are steady-state, as shown
in Equations (1) and (2). The temperature θ = T/To, and the axes z′ = z/L and r′ = r/R
were discretized.
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The boundary conditions are listed from Equations (3)–(8).

∂θ

∂r
=

∂yi
∂r

= 0 When r = 0, for all z (3)

− ∂θ

∂r′
=

UcR
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(θ− θc) When r = R, for all z (4)

∂yi
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= 0 When r = R, for all z (5)
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∂θ

∂z
= Pe

′
hz(θ− 1) When z = 0, for all r (6)

∂yi
∂z

= Pe
′
mz(yi − 1) When z = 0, for all r (7)

∂θ

∂z
=

∂yi
∂z

= 0 When z = L, for all r (8)

2.2. 1-D Dynamic Model

Likewise, heat and mass equations are shown in Equations (9) and (10), respectively,
for dynamic state.

Lε
u(3600) +

L cpsρs(1−ε)
uρfcpf(3600)

∂θ
∂t =

− ∂θ
∂z′ +

1
Pe
′
hz

∂2θ

∂z′2
+ L

uρgCpgT0
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(∆H)rv+
4UcL

dtuρgCpg
(θ − θc)

(9)
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∂z′
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L
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(1− ε)(
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The boundary conditions are listed from Equations (11)–(13).

∂θ
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mz(yi − 1) When z = 0, for all r (12)

∂θ

∂z
=
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= 0 When z = L, for all r (13)

2.3. 2-D Dynamic Model

The heat and mass transfer equations are represented by Equations (14) and (15),
respectively, for the 2-dimensional dynamic model.
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The boundary conditions are listed from Equations (16)–(21).
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The procedure to calculate the heat transfer coefficient (“Uc”) is detailed in the Supple-
mentary Material in Equations (S16)–(S25). As previously mentioned, the models for this
work were simulated for methane synthesis, which is expressed by Equation (22).

CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O (22)

The model was studied for CO conversion and CH4 formation, requiring only the
calculation of concentration profiles of CO and CH4. The rate of H2 consumption will
depend on the rates of CO consumption and CH4 formation. Moreover, it will depend
on the carbon number distribution of the ethane fraction (following the guidelines of
Rodemerck et al. [25]) according to the Schulz–Flory–Anderson distribution. The parameter
will describe it for propane and the C3/C2 ratio known for ethane. These parameters
were considered constant, irrespective of the rector’s position and time. The selectivity of
hydrocarbons was calculated based on the reaction rate of propane according to the Schulz–
Flory–Anderson distribution, which depends on the reaction rate expressions of CH4, and
CO. Selectivity parameters are dependent on the temperature and the partial pressure of
CO and H2. In this regard, the reaction rate expressions are found in the Supplementary
Material in Equations (S1)–(S16).

The relative simplicity of the equation proposed by Yates and Satterfield [26] was
chosen as the basis of calculation for the rate of CO consumption (see Equation (23))
because it showed good correlations with the experimental data. The same relationship
was recommended for calculating methane formation, as indicated in Equation (24).

− rco =
(1− βcot)A

′
coeEco/RTo(

1−θ
θ )ycoyH2

(1 + Kcoyco)
2 (23)

rCH4 =
(1− βCH4t)A

′
CH4

eECH4 /RTo(
1−θ
θ )y

1
2
COyH2

(1−Kcoyco)
2 (24)

Once the equations of state and the reaction stoichiometry had been determined, the
different equations were entered into FlexPDE. The mesh was defined with 1200 nodes
along two dimensions: radial (r) and axial (z).

2.4. 3-D Dynamic Model

A 3-D representation of 1/8 of one cylindrical packed-bed reactor was drawn in
AutoCAD and imported into COMSOL Multiphysics. Given that COMSOL renders results
for the entire cylindrical geometry using axial symmetry, only 1/8 of the entire geometry
was utilized to reduce the computational calculation cost of the simulation. The Brinkman
equation for fluid transport in porous media (Brinkman Equations module, br) [27] was
utilized to solve the flowing fluid in the reactor. To determine the concentration profiles,
the advection–dispersion–reaction equation (Transport of Diluted Species in Porous Media
module, tds; and Reacting Flow Diluted Species module, rfd) [27] was incorporated into
the model to represent the mass transfer processes of reactants and products. The heat
transfer equation (Heat Transfer in Porous Media module, het) [27] was also incorporated
into the model to determine the temperature profile.

The physicochemical parameters for each module were the same as those utilized
in the above-described models. Once the modules were set up, a mesh size analysis was
performed to determine the element size that minimizes the Mean-Absolute-Error (MAE)
relative to the experimental data, as indicated in the Supplementary Material in Table S1.
The mesh type that minimized the MAE was the “Extremely fine”. The 3-dimensional
geometry was discretized to 2400 elements and 765 nodes for this mesh.

In this section, the physicochemical parameters of the system to be studied and its
components are presented. It included fluid, species, packed-bed and catalyst, heat and
mass transfer coefficients, and reaction coefficients. All these values are required to define
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the models. Tables 1 and 2 show the experimental parameters used in the model extracted
from Skaare [24].

Table 1. The reactor and catalyst dimensions and physicochemical properties.

Properties Value

L (m) 1.5
R (m) 12.5 × 10−3

Ro (m) 17.5 × 10−3

ρb (kg/m3) 0.89 × 103

ρp (kg/m3) 1.59 × 103

ε0 0.44
εp 0.485

dp (m) 3.3 × 10−3

Cps (J/(kg K)) 965
λp (W/(m K)) 0.4
αw

(
W/

(
m3K

))
430

λw (W/(m K)) 18.0

Table 2. The fluid and gas conditions, dimensionless numbers, and kinetic parameters considered
in simulations.

Fluid Properties Dimensionless Numbers Masic Peclets Kinetic Parameters

To (K) 498 Rep 119 1/Pe′mzCO 0.00111 KCO 1.2
PT (MPa) 1 Pr 0.57 1/Pe′mzH2 0.00112 ECO 110

PN2 (Mpa) 0.77 ScCO 0.8945 1/Pe′mzCH4 0.00111 ECH4 140
uo (m/s) 0.16 ScH2 0.2451 1/Pe′mrCO 2.54486 A′CO 0.0041

CoN2 (mol/m3) 186 ScCH4 0.8155 1/Pe′mr H2 2.74323 A′CH4 0.0006
CoCO (mol/m3) 17.4 1/Pe′mrCH4 2.55211 βCO 0.0043
CoH2 (mol/m3) 38.2 βCH4 0.0097

Physical properties of gas mixture Distribution parameters Caloric Peclets Thermal conductivity

ρg (kg/m3) 5.77 α 0.69 1/Pe′hz 0.00196 λcr (W/(mK)) 0.6172
Cpg (J/(kg/K) 1333 γ 0.88 1/Pe′hr 4.81445 Uc (W/(m2K)) 525.12
µg (Ns/m2) 2.56 × 10−5

λg (W/(mK)) 0.05972

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis and Validation of the 2-D Stationary Model and the 3-D Dynamic Model

Figure 2a shows the CO concentration of the stationary 2-dimensional model (Flex-
PDE), dynamic 3-dimensional model (COMSOL), and the experimental data. Since there is
no gradient of experimental concentrations through the radial axis, the profiles in the center
of the bed were compared with the experimental one. For the stationary 2-dimensional
model, we can observe good agreement between simulation and experimentation at dis-
tances close to the entrance of the bed in the axial direction. However, differences are
observed as we move further away from the entrance in the axial direction. This is because
the simulated data for the stationary model do not consider the variation in the catalyst
activity, which decreases over time. This activity is proportionally related to the reaction
rate [28], which will be lower.

Consequently, the simulated data for the stationary model present lower concentra-
tions than the experimental ones; by not considering the decrease in catalyst activity, the
conversion of CO increases, as shown in the previous figure. For example, the simulated
CO concentration at the reactor outlet is 9 mol/m3, while the experimental one is kept at
11.5 mol/m3. For the dynamic 3-D model, the simulation agrees with the experimental
data, following the same trend and showing a maximum discrepancy of ~15%, which is in
line with Shin et al. [29].
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On the other hand, Figure 2b shows the simulated and experimental CH4 concentra-
tions in the axial direction of the reactor. For the stationary 2-D model, CH4 simulated
concentration is in good agreement with the experimental data at a distance close to the
entrance of the bed in the axial direction. Likewise, differences are observed as we move
further away from the entrance in the axial direction. Again, this difference between the
experimental and simulated concentration increases because the stationary model does not
consider catalyst activity changes over time. For example, the CH4 concentration at the
reactor outlet is 0.9 mol/m3, while the simulated one is 1.4 mol/m3. This is because the
reaction rate is higher when the catalyst activity factor is not considered since this factor
is less than 1 [30]. Consequently, for a product such as CH4, the simulated concentration
will be greater than the experimental concentration since the former has a higher reaction
rate, thus showing a more significant transformation of reactants to products [31]. For the
dynamic 3-dimensional model, the simulation agrees with the experimental data, following
the same trend and showing a maximum discrepancy of ~15%, also in concordance with
Shin et al. [29].

The simulated and experimental temperature ©n the reactor center shows these
results in Figure 2c. We can see that the simulated data differ from the experimental
data by ~5 degrees. The difference between simulated and experimental values is due
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to two reasons: temperature measurements will depend on the heat capacity of the ther-
mocouple that will affect the temperature data collection and the difficulty of taking the
data for such a small radius of tube (1.25 cm). The experimental and simulated data have
the same trend, as shown in Figure 2c, making the model valid. Furthermore, due to the
tendency of the experimental data to present a maximum temperature point near the bed
entrance, the theory proves that the reaction rate will be higher, which was also indicated
by Irani et al. [32].

3.2. Analysis and Validation of the 1-D Dynamic Model and the 3-D Dynamic Model

Figure 3 includes the simulation results of the dynamic 1-dimensional model. Figure 3a
compares the experimental and simulated values considering the 1-dimensional model.
It is observed that the simulated concentration values are higher than the experimental
ones, which means that the CO did not react enough in the simulation. This is because the
reaction rate is lower for the one-dimensional model than for the two-dimensional one,
which is the one that is closest to reality. CO did not react enough in the simulation because
the one-dimensional model takes the radial average temperature to calculate the reaction
rate (in line with Kuncharam and Dixon [33]).
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In contrast, the two-dimensional model takes the reaction rate in two dimensions.
Therefore, the one-dimensional model will present less conversion than the two-dimensional
model. Consequently, it can be concluded that the two-dimensional model presents better
results and is the one that is closer to reality than the one-dimensional one.

Figure 3b shows the CH4 concentration profile in the axial direction for the 1-dimensional
model. The CH4 concentration is lower for the simulation relative to the experiments. The
experimental CH4 concentration at the reactor outlet was 0.9 mol/m3, while the simulated
one was 0.7 mol/m3. Both are different because not enough CO reacted to produce CH4 to
concentrations close to those observed experimentally.

3.3. Analysis and Validation of the 2-D Dynamic Model and the 3-D Dynamic Model

Figure 4 includes the simulation results for the dynamic 2-dimensional model.
Figure 4a compares the simulated and experimental CO mol/m3 concentrations. Both the
dynamic 2-dimensional and the 3-dimensional models agree with the experimental data.
It is observed that when taking a dynamic model, the approximation of simulated and
experimental data improves, as also explained by Mandić et al. [34]. This is mainly because
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the activity of the catalyst is considered over time. Thus, it loses its activity and causes the
reaction rate to slow down, which is closer to reality. The experimental CO concentration
at the reactor outlet was 11.5 mol/m3, while the simulated one was 10.7 mol/m3.
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Figure 4b shows the comparison of simulated and experimental CH4 concentrations.
Both the dynamic 2-dimensional and the 3-dimensional models agree with the experimental
data. The experimental CH4 concentration at the reactor outlet was 0.9 mol/m3, while the
simulated one was 1.1 mol/m3. Figure 4 shows that the dynamic 2-dimensional and the
dynamic 3-dimensional models agree with the experimental data.

Figure 5 shows the temperature variation in the radial and axial directions for the dy-
namic 2-dimensional (Figure 5a) and the dynamic 3-dimensional model (Figure 5b). On the
other hand, Figure 6 shows the reaction rate of CO in the radial and axial directions for both
the dynamic 2-dimensional (Figure 6a) and the dynamic 3-dimensional model (Figure 6b).
Figure 5a,b follow the same trend as Figure 6a,b. This reflects that increased/decreased
temperatures imply increased/decreased reaction rates. The geometry built and utilized to
construct the dynamic 3-dimensional model in COMSOL is available in the Supplementary
Material in Figures S1–S4.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, the thermochemical analysis of a cylindrical packed-bed reactor was
carried out using the finite element methodology. Different CFD software such as FlexPDE
and COMSOL Multiphysics was employed. Several approaches considering stationary and
dynamic simulations and a multi-dimensional study were proposed for methane produc-
tion using the F-T synthesis. The 1-D and 2-D simulations performed with FlexPDE and the
3-D simulation from COMSOL were compared to experimental data resulting in an excel-
lent agreement, validating the concentrations of CO and CH4 and the temperature profiles.
In the axial direction, both stationary and dynamic schemes described the experimental
phenomena accurately.

On the other hand, surface responses for temperature and CO reaction rate were
developed to observe the dependence of axial and radial directions. In this regard, although
similar trends were observed when comparing FlexPDE and COMSOL models, there were
few differences, which can be attributed to the different types of transport equations
employed. For instance, FlexPDE models were built based on dispersion models using the
Peclet number, which seems to be more sensitive to heat transfer as the temperature was
not as stable as the COMSOL model.

Since a comparison between different CFD modeling software is proposed in this
work, it can be suggested that it would be interesting to consider Ansys Fluent for further
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studies. This software also provides some heat transfer models for porous media, like
the non-equilibrium thermal model, which focuses on the fluid and the catalyst treated
separately. As aforementioned, in real applications, both phases are not supposed to be at
thermal equilibrium, so more equations must be solved in these cases.

Modeling reactors using heterogenous catalysts can be divided into (a) transport
phenomena and (b) kinetic modeling. These two areas interact to predict temperature
profiles and concentrations in space and time. This study uses COMSOL and FlexPDE to
model the heat and mass transfer and the kinetics of the reactor. This manuscript uses F-T
as a reaction example which has simple reaction kinetics; however, this study can serve as
starting point to model more complex reactions and will allow readers to use it as a basis
for more detailed models.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr10061144/s1.
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Nomenclature

A′i Modified exponential factor for species i in the Arrhenius expression
av External surface area per unit volume of the bed
Ci Concentration of species i in the fluid phase mol/m3

C0i Initial concentration of the species i mol/m3

Csi Concentration of species i in the solid phase mol/m3

Cosi Initial concentration on the surface mol/m3

cpg Heat capacity of the fluid phase J/(kgK)
cps Heat capacity of the fluid phase J/(kgK)
dp Equivalent particle diameter, m
dt Tube diameter m
Ei Activation energy for species i J/mol
∆Hi Enthalpy of reaction J
hc Coefficient of heat transfer between solid and fluid phase W/m3K
kc Mass transfer coefficient between solid and fluid phase m/s
kp Reaction constant for the Ficher-Tropsch polymerization
kt Reaction constant for the determination of Ficher-Tropsch
L Bed length m
Nu Nusselt number
Nuw Nusselt number
P Pressure MPa
Po Initial Pressure MPa
Pi Partial pressure for species i MPa
Peh Peclet number of heat
Peºh Molecular Peclet number of heat based on particle diameter
Pehv Radial effective heat peclet number based on particle diameter
Pehz Axial effective heat peclet number based on particle diameter

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr10061144/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr10061144/s1
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Pe′hv Radial effective Peclet number of heat based on bed dimensions
Pe′hz Axial effective Peclet number of heat based on bed dimensions
Pemv Radial effective Peclet number of mass based on particle diameter
Pemz Effective axial Peclet number of mass based on particle diameter
Pe′mr Radial effective Peclet number of mass based on bed dimensions
Pe′mz Radial effective Peclet number of mass based on bed dimensions
Pr Prandlt number
R Internal radius of tube m
R0 External radius of tube m
R′ Ratio of the internal radius of the tube to the particle diameter
Rep Reynolds number based on particle diameter
Rt Radius of tube m
r Radial coordinate m
r′ Dimensionless Radial coordinate
rn Reaction rate of formation of n alkanes
rvi Reaction rate of species i mol/(kgcat s)
(-∆H)rv Total heat generation by reaction W/kg cat
Sn Selectivity of n-alkanes
Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
T Fluid temperature K
T0 Initial fluid temperature K
Ts Solid Temperature K
Tos Solid initial temperature K
Tc Cooling liquid temperature K
Tw Wall temperature K
t Time h
U Total Heat Transfer Coefficient for one dimension, W/(m2K)
Uc Total Heat Transfer Coefficient W/(m2K)
u Velocity, m/s
u0 Average speed m/s
Vp Volume of the particle m
X Axial dimensionless coordinate z/L in the graphs
Y Radial dimensionless r/R coordinate in graphs
yi Dimensionless concentration of species i, Ci/Cio
z Axial coordinate m
z′ Dimensionless Axial coordinate z/L

Greek Letters
α Probability constant for the alkane chain to grow
αw Heat Transfer coefficient through the wall
βi Deactivation coefficient for species i 1/h
γ C2/C3 ratio
ε Local porosity
ε0 Average porosity
εp Porosity of the catalyst particle
η Effectiveness Factor
λ0

c Thermal conductivity due to conduction W/(mK)
λf

c Thermal conductivity due to convection W/(mK)
λcr Mean radial thermal conductivity of the bed W/(mK)
λcz Mean axial thermal conductivity of the bed W/(mK)
λf Thermal conductivity of the fluid phase W/(mK)
λp Thermal conductivity through the particle W/(mK)
λw Thermal conductivity of the bed wall W/(mK)
µg Fluid Viscosity Ns/m2

θ Adimensional Temperature T/To
θc Dimensionless temperature of the cooling fluid Tc/To
ρb Density of the catalyst based on the volume of the bed kg/m3

ρg Density of the fluid phase kg/m3

ρρ Density of the catalyst particle kg/m3
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